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In this paper, I analyze the pros and cons of implementing structural reforms of the labor
market in booms vs. recessions, in light of considerations of social efficiency, political
viability, and macroeconomic fine tuning. While the optimal timing of a reform depends on the
relative importance of several conflicting effects, it seems clear that a reform should be
accompanied by an expansionary macroeconomic policy. This makes structural reform more
problematic in the context of the European Monetary Union.
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It is commonly heard that expansionary times are more favorable for implementing structural
reforms in the labor market than recessions. Behind this belief is the intuition that structural
reforms are "painful" and that such pain is likely to be lighter in a boom. In this paper I try to
discuss these issues from a more precise and analytical perspective. I will conclude that this
simplistic view should be severely qualified.

First of all, what do we mean by structural reforms? In the European context, this means
changing one of the many regulations which hamper the functioning of the labor market and
have led to an abnormally high level of unemployment and its duration. But when and how to
undertake a reform of one of these institutions will differ across institutions. For example, one
may plausibly argue that a reduction in the minimum wage is best implemented in a slump,
because it is when wage moderation and job creation are most needed. On the other hand, it is
better to engineer a reduction in unemployment benefits during a boom, because one may
think that the need for insurance against job loss is less felt during a boom.

Second, what do we mean by "should", "best", "better", or "painful"? Are we talking about the
optimal timing of a reform which one has decided to undertake in any case? Or are we saying
that a structural reform may be desirable if the economy is in one macroeconomic situation,
but not if it is in another? And, better for whom? Are we talking about what is optimal with
respect to some concept of aggregate social welfare, or about what is politically viable, i.e.
what is most likely to be accepted by powerful social groups?

For these reasons, we shall ask three questions:

1. Given that a reform should take place, what is the welfare maximizing timing for its
implementation, in light of macroeconomic evolution?
2. What is the phase in the business cycle when the political support for a given reform is
the strongest?
3. Given that a given reform takes place at a given date, what is the most appropriate
macroeconomic policy in order to accompany that reform?
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The case of employment protection
As was already said, the conclusions that we draw strongly depend on which reform we are
considering. I will therefore focus my discussion by restricting it on a reduction in
employment protection, which is one of the most controversial regulations. While some of my
arguments will also apply to other institutions, and while I will incidentally discuss some
other reforms, the general conclusions that one may draw regarding the optimal timing of
reductions in firing costs need not apply to other structural reforms.

According to modern economic theory, the impact of a reduction in the strictness of
employment protection legislation on the economy is threefold.2 First, there is a lump of
destruction of non productive jobs, that did exist only because it was less costly for firms to
go on losing money on these positions than close them and pay the dismissal costs. Workers
who are affected by such prospects are likely to oppose the reform, unless they are
compensated. Second, by reducing total labor costs, which reflect expected future dismissal
costs as well as expected foregone profits due to the likelihood of keeping workers in
unprofitable positions, a reduction in employment protection increases job creation and labor
market tightness. Note that the net effect of such a reduction on the level of unemployment is
unclear, since we have both an increase in job creation and an increase in job destruction.
However, the effect on unemployment duration is unambiguous: it falls. Third, wages
increase at least after a while, reflecting a tighter labor market due to an increase in job
creation. This increase in wages is also the counterpart of the fact that people are more
productive, since unproductive jobs which used to be maintained because of the firing costs
are now suppressed.

With these mechanisms in mind, we can now try and address the three questions asked above.
Let us start with the first one, i.e. that of the appropriate timing. A natural argument could be
that, since the impact effect of reductions in employment protection is a lump of job
destruction, their social cost is likely to be lower in booms. This argument, unfortunately,
ignores many other effects, and it is not even clear that the one it insulates goes in the right
direction.
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Social welfare and the timing of reform
First, it focuses on the effect of the reform on those who lose their jobs, ignoring its effects on
the unemployed and on those who keep their jobs. The former, who benefit from the reform
because of a greater job creation rate, may gain more if it is implemented in a slump. It all
depends on the cross effect of business cycles and deregulation on job creation. As for the
employed who keep their jobs, they are affected through wages, which themselves react to
labor market tightness, and the same ambiguities apply.

Second, there always exists a discount effect, which makes it costly to postpone a valuable
reform. If a reform increases social welfare, and if the social welfare function involves
discounting, postponing it means that there is a lower total social gain. Note however that if
the social welfare function is a present discounted value of a flow of net social gains, and if
the flows are negative in a slump but positive in a boom, then it makes perfect sense to wait
for a boom. But if the flows are lower in a boom than in a slump, yet positive in both cases,
one should go ahead with the reform as soon as possible.

Third, it is not clear at all whether the social cost of the job destructions implied by the
reform are lower in booms. Consider the total number of jobs destroyed. One may well argue
that it would be lower if the reform is implemented in a slump, for example if these jobs were
to be destroyed even absent any reform. One can construct an example where there are two
types of jobs, low productivity jobs and high productivity jobs, and where under regulation
the former are worth keeping in expansion but not in recessions, when it it more profitable to
pay dismissal costs. In such a world, deregulation will destroy jobs if implemented in an
expansion, but not in a recession. In addition to the quantity of jobs being destroyed, one may
consider the social cost of a job being destroyed. This cost may be negative, since these jobs
are not profitable, but it may also be positive, since wages may exceed the worker's
opportunity cost of labor, for reasons associated with incentive problems and bilateral
monopoly3, and since that opportunity cost fails to reflect the true social value of search
activities4. This does not mean that the reform is harmful, since it has other gains in the form
of job creation, but that one should take into account the value of the jobs being destroyed,
which may vary with macroeconomic conditions. Again, the direction of this variation is
3
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unclear. On the one hand, it is harder to find another job in a slump, which suggests that the
social loss from job destruction is larger in slumps. On the other hand, these effects are
already reflected in the bargaining process, which typically implies that wages are lower in
slumps. One may construct models where the difference between the social and private
opportunity costs of labor is constant across the business cycles, implying that the excess
social loss from destroying one job because of deregulation is acyclical.

Macroeconomic conditions and the political support for reform
We now turn to the next question, namely: when is the political support for the reform
strongest? To answer that question, we shall first assume that incumbent employees are much
more decisive politically than the unemployed.5 It is then useful to sort out several effects of
labor market reform on their welfare.

The exposure effect: With the possible exceptions of reductions in the generosity of
unemployment benefits, labour market reforms tend to favor the unemployed more than the
employed, which they may harm. They consist in boosting job creation at the expense of the
employed's bargaining power or their job security. This is why it is difficult to get political
support for such reforms, since the employed are more numerous and better organized than
the unemployed. However, there is one channel through which the welfare of the unemployed
is taken into account by the employed, which is that they themselves are exposed to
unemployment, and will benefit from reforms that boost job creation if they become
unemployed in the future. This "exposure effect" has far-reaching implications. For exemple,
it implies that reform may be impossible in an economy where the employed are overprotected by too tough regulations, since they then internalize very little of the unemployed's
welfare.6 It also has implications for the timing of structural reforms. If it prevails, then the
political support for reform is largest at times when the employed are most exposed, i.e. have
the greatest probability of losing their job. Intuitively, this should be at the beginning of a
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recession, although we know that this probability has an important idiosyncratic component
which is sizeable regardless of the business cycle.7

The identifiability effect: While on paper we can write a model where agents know exactly
what will happen to them following a reform—for example they know their productivity and
can perform the computations that their boss will make to find out whether to gbet rid of them
or not--in practice the gains and losses from reform are not perfectly known, and the political
support for reform will depend on the perceived distribution of such gains and losses. At one
extreme, one could consider what would happen under a pure "veil of ignorance" where
people consider that they could be in any position following the reform. In such a case
everybody will maximize some representative expected utility level, and the reform will be
politically viable if it increases social welfare, at least as defined by that utility. At the other
extreme, one could consider a case where everybody knows for sure his situation after the
reform. If a majority of voters lose a little, while the rest gain a lot, then the reform might be
blocked, unless one can commit on a monetary transfer scheme to compensate the losers. By
"identifiability", we then refer to the precision with which one knows one's net gain from the
reform. A change in identifiability changes the political support for a reform, although it may
either increase or decrease, depending on whether uncertainty redistributes gains in favor or
not of the 'decisive' voter. Identifiability is also related to the business cycle, which helps to
sort winners from losers. Let us go back to the example of unproductive jobs being destroyed
in recessions even under regulation. Assume that people do not know for sure whether their
job is productive or not, perhaps because their employer has a vested interest in not revealing
it. Then if a reduction in employment protection is implemented in an expansion, all workers
consider that they may lose their job with a positive probability after the reform; this will be
the case if it turns out that their job is unproductive. This low identifiability may lead to all
workers opposing the reform. On the other hand, if in a recession all unproductive jobs are
destroyed, then at the end of the recession workers know for sure that they are in a productive
job, and will not oppose the reform since it does not threaten their job. This example
illustrates how recessions increase identifiability because they carry information about which
jobs are productive and which jobs are not. In the case considered here identifiability is good
for reform because it reduces the decisive voter's perceived probability that he is in a
unproductive job, i.e. it redistributes gains in favor of the decisive voter. 8 It suggests that the
7
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political support for reform is highest right after a recession, contrary to the exposure effect
which is strongest right before a recession.

The constituency effect: By "constituency effect" I refer to the fact that labor market
institutions may create their own constituency, which generates "status-quo" bias. That is, a
number of people may be in a situation which makes it worth supporting an institution, and
that situation only exists because of this institution. The existence of unproductive jobs under
employment protection legislation is again a case in point: workers in unproductive jobs may
support employment protection legislation for fear of losing their job if it were removed, but
they would never hold such jobs if employment protection had not existed in the first place.
Thus the economy may find itself in situations where employment protection is a political
equilibrium, but where its absence would also be a political equilibrium—any of these two
situations is sustainable if it is the status-quo, hence there is "status-quo bias".
In such a situation, reform is easier, the lower the "self-built" constituency, and its size
typically varies with time and macroeconomic conditions. This variation does not imply that
recessions or expansions are systematically better for reform; rather, that the whole past
history of macroeconomic fluctuations will affect the political viability of the reform. The
reason is that it is this past history which determines the current distribution of jobs across
productivity levels, and thus the total number of unproductive jobs which would be destroyed
after the reform. Consider, for example, a "vintage model"9 where new jobs are created at the
highest possible productivity level, reflecting state-of-the-art technology. Assume a given
job's productivity does not grow after the job has been created, while the technological
frontier moves with time, due to technical change. In such a world, the least productive jobs
are the oldest. A job's productivity relative to the frontier negatively depends on its age. The
political constituency of job losers againts labor market reform will be larger, the larger the
fraction of jobs older than a critical threshold. This fraction is likely to be larger if for
example there is a boom followed by a long enough period of stagnation. Conversely, if there
is a long enough recession followed by a boom, then at the end of the boom, there will be a
relatively small proportion of "old jobs", since many of them were destroyed during the
recession and most jobs have been created during the recent boom. Consequently, there is a
"window of opportunity" for implementing a reduction in employment protection against
fairly little opposition. However, the mass of "young" jobs will gradually age, and the workers
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who hold them will eventually change their mind and oppose the reform, because they end up
lagging behing in productivity, which threatens their jobs. Hence the window of opportunity
offered by the boom will eventually be closed.

Some evidence
We hope to have convinced the reader that the view that good times are better for reform is
too simplistic and that there is a variety of effects which go in different directions. This
suggests that more could be learned by looking at the data. This is what I have done in SaintPaul (1996), where I have looked at the timing of a number of structural reforms which all
changed the level of employment protection. The key lessons from this empirical study are as
follows. First, most of the reforms which seem to be correlated with macroeconomic
conditions are designed to be "marginal", in that they only affect the "flexible" tier of the
labor market. Thus, we seldom observe across-the-board reductions in employment
protection, but we often see liberalizations in the use of, say, temporary contracts. This
reduces firing costs for the "marginal worker", who often does not have a regular contracts,
but leaves the bulk of the workforce with its existing degree of protection. These reforms are a
way to buy the political support of "insiders"10, and to spare them the threat of job loss.
Second, there does seem to be an exposure effect, as suggested by the fact that virtually all
these "marginal" reductions in firing costs took place at times when unemployment was
rising, i.e. when the exposure of the employed to unemployment was high. At this stage one
should point out that there is a difference between the level of unemployment, which may be
quite high while the employed are quite protected, and its rate of change, which—unless there
is strong growth in labor force participation—can only go up if the employed are at a risk of
losing their job. While a high unemployment level increases the support for structural reforms
because there are more unemployed people to support them, the effect is likely to be quite
mild because the unemployed command little political power; on the other hand a high rate of
change, i.e. a high exposure, as argued above, translates into a greater support from the
employed, and is more likely to lead to reform. This is indeed what I found: while the level of
unemployment has no explanatory power regarding the likelihood of reform, its rate of
change makes reform more likely. Third, there are some instances of across-the-board
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reductions or increases in firing costs. This happens much less often than marginal changes,
and does not seem correlated with the business cycle; rather, it is correlated with the
government's ideology, with right-wing governments more likely to reduce firing costs and
left-wing governments more likely to increase them. In contrast, ideology had little impact on
marginal reforms.

How should macroeconomic policy deal with reform?
I now turn to the last question, namely the issue of the best macroeconomic policy in order to
accompany a structural reform. In my view, the message is clear regarding this issue. From a
macroeconomic perspective, a structural reform amounts to a reduction in the natural rate of
unemployment, i.e. to the rate to which the economy converges in the absence of shocks. It is
also known that the actual rate of unemployment does not adjust instantaneously to a change
in the natural rate. A situation where the actual rate is above the natural rate is similar to a
recession: resources are underutilized and prices tend to fall. Therefore, even though
employment goes up following a structural reform, output nevertheless is below potential
output, which makes it desirable to exert stimulus through monetary and fiscal policies.11 The
deflationary impact of a structural reform may be greater in the case of a reduction in
employment protection, since it is aggravated by the lump of unproductive jobs being
destroyed after the reform.

These considerations imply that in the context of arrangements such as the European
Monetary Union (EMU), labor market reforms may be problematic.12 An individual country
considering a structural reform can no longer use monetary stimulus to accompany this
reform. It could try to convince the European Central Bank (ECB) to lower interest rates, but
other countries would object to that if they have different macroeconomic conditions. It may
use fiscal policy, but this option is restricted by the stability pact and the fiscal stability
program to which individual countries are committed. This impossibility of using
macroeconomic policies in order to deal with structural reform increases the cost of these
reforms, and some of them may be abandoned. In order to solve that problem, a natural
11
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solution would be a coordination of structural reforms among European states (or, rather,
states of the Euro zone). In such a case, the European Central Bank could respond with a cut
in interest rates, which would stimulate all the economies engaging in reforms. Therefore,
belonging to EMU calls for more coordination of labor market policies across states.
However, I am dubious about the likelihood of such coordination. The reason is that while
being typically "rigid", labor market institutions differ quite a bit among member countries.
Furthermore, they do not necessarily share the same analysis about the causes and cures of
unemployment. For example, the idea that an increase in minimum wages should reduce
unemployment, because it stimulated aggregate demand via workers' purchasing power, or
that "work sharing" is a good policy to create jobs, would find a large number of supporters in
some countries but not others. Before the stage of coordinated labour market reforms is
reached, an important work of dissemination and vulgarization of economic analysis is
needed.
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